FINAL WEEKS FOR THE MARVEL EXHIBIT, HALLOWEEN FUN AND MORE AT THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, CHICAGO

CHICAGO (Sept. 29, 2021) – There’s so much to do at the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago (MSI) this October. As one of the largest science museums in the world, MSI is known for engaging exhibitions and experiences that create “wow” moments that last a lifetime. Don’t miss this exciting slate of science-filled fun.


Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes
Closes October 24

It’s your last chance to see the popular Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes exhibition before it closes on October 24. Marvel: Universe Of Super Heroes celebrates more than 80 years of the Marvel Universe and features more than 300 artifacts including some of Marvel’s most iconic costumes, props and original art. Guests will follow the story of Marvel and its influence on visual culture, while uncovering the narratives of characters and gaining insight into how Marvel has impacted and drawn inspiration from the ever-changing tides of popular culture.

Make your visit plans and buy tickets at msichicago.org/assemble. In addition to daytime tickets, MSI has special Marvel-only evening hours.

Science Works
October 9

Learn about cool jobs and hot careers in STEM by meeting and speaking with industry professionals at our Museum-wide career celebration. In conjunction with Hispanic Heritage Month, Science Works features dynamic speakers, hands-on activities and one-on-one discussions. This event is included in Museum Entry.

Learn more at msichicago.org/scienceworks.

Boo Fest
October 15 – 31

Two weeks of family-friendly science experiences will get you into the Halloween spirit. Explore specially decorated exhibits, examine the science of Halloween with pumpkin drops and slime, try your hand at eyeball dissection and more. This event is included in Museum Entry, but some experiences require an additional ticket purchase.

Learn more at msichicago.org/boofest.
**Black Creativity: Architecture**

*Now open*

From ancient Egyptian pyramids to modern skyscrapers, learn about Black architects and their influence on our past, present and future. Through personal stories, video interviews, inspiring photos and hands-on activities, guests will discover the rich history of African Americans in design and building. *This exhibit is included in Museum Entry.*

*Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes* is an exhibition by SC Exhibitions, Museum of Pop Culture (MoPOP) and Marvel Themed Entertainment. *Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes* is presented by BMO Harris Bank and will be at MSI through October 24, 2021.

**The Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago (MSI),** one of the largest science museums in the world, offers world-class and uniquely interactive experiences that inspire inventive genius and foster curiosity. From groundbreaking and award-winning exhibits that can’t be found anywhere else, to hands-on opportunities that make you the scientist—a visit to MSI is where fun and learning mix. Through its Welcome to Science Initiative, the Museum offers a variety of student, teacher and family educational programs that make a difference in communities and contribute to MSI’s larger vision: to inspire and motivate children to achieve their full potential in science, technology, medicine and engineering. The Museum is exceptionally grateful for the support of its donors and guests, who make its work possible. MSI is also supported in part by the people of Chicago through the Chicago Park District. For more information, visit msichicago.org or call (773) 684-1414.